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A: You can use regex to do that. Something like this: foreach (string url in urls) { string key = Regex.Replace(url,
@"https?:\/\/([^\/]+)/([^\/]+)/([^\/]+)(\?.*)", " $2$1"); string value = Regex.Replace(url, @"https?:\/\/([^\/]+)/([^\/]+)/([^\/]+)(\?.*)", " $2$1");
Console.WriteLine(key); Console.WriteLine(value); } You can test it here: for everyone in the world. You see this have a long history - for example in
the recent US-China economic discussions, it is due to the importance the US place on intellectual property and the fact that the US economy is so
dependent on creative industries that a failure to protect that industry can lead to a slowdown or even a recession in the US. But, and I'm pretty sure this
is a very important point, this same argument can be used by China to convince the US that China's economy is so large that it is not affected by its
failure to protect intellectual property - if there are no IP "crises" in China, it is hard for the US to argue that China should change its ways. I'd welcome
a better and clearer definition of intellectual property to aid that discussion. The challenge facing Europe is that it has not delivered what people want.
Well, that's true. But it's pretty clear what people want, and it's not a free market. Lots of people (like me) want copyright and patent protections for
their creative works, and want the right to control the commercial exploitation of those works, whether in books, movies, music, computer games, or
whatever. We don't want Europe to go the way of the US, and create a market that is divorced from the culture that created it, which is what happened
in the US in the last 50 years. We want to protect European culture, because we think it is very important, and we want our politicians to stand up for it.
We don't want the Europeans to fall for the $18 an hour Walmart video games business model. Or
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